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Abstract

A flat probe allowing simultaneous measurements of energy flux and current density as functions of a bias voltage

was rotated in a spatially homogeneous plasma. The experiments were conducted at the PSI-2 facility, a linear divertor

simulator with moderate magnetic field strength. Sheath parameters (ion current density ji, floating potential Uf, energy

flux density q, ion energy reflection coefficient RE and sheath energy transmission coefficient c) were determined as func-

tions of the angle a between the probe surface normal and the magnetic field. A geometric model has been developed to

explain the ion flux density at grazing incidence.
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1. Introduction

In fusion experiments the energy flux to the vessel

walls and in particular to the target plates is an impor-

tant issue. In order to reduce the heat load, the target

surfaces are usually designed to intersect magnetic field

lines at very shallow angles. In this paper we report on

an experimental investigation of the angular dependen-

cies of some quantities of interest, in particular current

and energy flux densities.

In a magnetic field, charged particles are essentially

restrained to move along the field lines. Accordingly, a

geometric cosine dependence for particle fluxes to the

surfaces is to be expected. The physics of the plasma
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sheath under oblique incidence has been the subject of

intensive theoretical investigations for a long time [1–

4]. It is, for example, a vital issue for the interpretation

of data acquired by flush mounted probes [5–8]. How-

ever, most theoretical results can only be made available

by numerical calculations.
2. Experimental setup

Our experiments were conducted at the PSI-2 plasma

generator, a stationary high current arc discharge con-

fined by an axial magnetic field (B = 0.1T). The plasma

is produced between a heated LaB6 cathode and a hol-

low anode made from molybdenum [9]. Achievable

plasma parameters range from about 1015 � � �1019m�3

for the plasma density and up to about 30eV for the

electron temperature. Hall parameters are of the order

he = xcese � 105 and hH+ � 102 to hAr+ � 1.
ed.
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Fig. 1. Cut through the probe perpendicular to the axis of

rotation (left) and definition of the angle a (right).
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Fig. 2. j(U) characteristics obtained at grazing incidence for

a = ±90�.
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Fig. 3. Te evaluated from j(U) characteristics at different angles.

The insert shows the relative Te mismeasurement in dependence

on re/kD for several ion species.
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The measurements presented below were performed

in the target chamber region by inserting a turnable flat

probe (see Fig. 1) into the center of the plasma column.

The probe head consists of a Peltier device on a water

cooled base which is flush-mounted to a BN-ceramic

cover. In the Peltier device the temperature difference be-

tween the plasma exposed surface and the base plate is

proportional to the energy flux (q / DT). Since DT can

be measured with great accuracy and sensitivity, q is also

determined with high precision (Dq/q = 5%). The surface

of the Peltier device is covered with a tungsten foil and

can be biassed. The whole probe can be rotated auto-

matically by a stepping motor with an angular resolu-

tion up to 0.01�. In order to reduce effects of plasma

inhomogeneities the axis of rotation is located in the

detector plane.
3. Experimental results

3.1. Probe characteristics at grazing incidence

At grazing incidence, jaj = 90�, our rotating probe

fairly resembles a flush mounted probe, a flat probe im-

mersed in a limiter or divertor at a shallow angle with

respect to the magnetic field. Foregoing experiments

have shown very low ratios jse=j
s
i , pronounced non-satu-

ration of electron and ion currents and an overestima-

tion of the electron temperature Te [6,7]. Fig. 2 depicts

two exemplary j(U) characteristics obtained at grazing

incidence of the magnetic field. One was measured with

the probe head facing upward, a = +90�, the other one

for a = �90�. Compared to the normal incidence case

the current ratio jse=j
s
i is very drastically reduced, from

about jse=j
s
i � 24 down to jse=j

s
i � 3. This reduction, how-

ever, and the non-saturation as well are not symmetric

with respect to a. Both effects are more pronounced

for a = �90�. By changing the sign of the magnetic field

it could be confirmed that this asymmetry is related to

the sense of gyration of the ions in combination with
the geometry of the probe head: the asymmetry is inter-

changed when the magnetic field changes sign. Akin to

the low ratio of jse=j
s
i the floating potential is also re-

duced considerably for jaj ! 90� [10].
The overestimation of Te is demonstrated in Fig. 3. It

occurs when the electron gyro radius becomes compara-

ble to the thickness of the Debye sheath, extending

5 � � �10 Æ kD. A possible explanation is an energy filtering

effect which can be understood by applying the

geometrical model, described later, to the electrons:

Electrons with low energy, i.e. small gyro radii re and

small velocity vz, are lost before reaching the active

area.
3.2. Determination of the ion energy reflection coefficient

For the evaluation of the j(U) = ji(U) + je(U) charac-

teristics we choose a very common approach: for U

below the plasma potential Upl, the ion current density

is a constant, the ion saturation current density jsi , plus
a linear term /U to account for non-saturation due to

sheath expansion, jiðUÞ ¼ C � U þ jsi . For the electrons,

an exponential rise is assumed, jeðUÞ ¼
jse exp � e½U�Upl �

kT e

� �
. Both, electrons and ions, also contrib-

ute to the total energy flux density q(U) = qi(U) + qe(U).

For the ions we have
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Fig. 4. Ion energy reflection coefficient Ri,E(a) for a hydrogen

plasma.
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Fig. 5. Measured ion and electron saturation current densities.
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Fig. 6. Ion collection by a probe at grazing incidence. Only ions

with guiding centers within the collecting cross-section are

collected by the probe. Further restrictions are imposed by the

relation of edge distance a, velocity vz and gyro frequency xg.
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qiðUÞ ¼ ½1� Ri;E�
5

2
kT i þ e j U � Upl j ½1� Ri;E�

�

þEion � W
�
j jiðUÞ j

e
: ð1Þ

In this equation, the first line is due to the kinetic energy

of the ions. Ri,E is the ion energy reflection coefficient.

The second line comprises the energy released during

the recombination process with the ionization energy

Eion and the work functionW. The electron contribution

qeðUÞ ¼ ½2kT e � e j U � Upl j de þ ½1� de�W � j jeðUÞ j
e

ð2Þ

includes the kinetic energy and the energy released when

the electrons enter the conduction band of the surface

material. de is the secondary electron emission coeffi-

cient. By simultaneously fitting j(U) and q(U) to the

experimental data, the ion energy reflection coefficient

Ri,E is obtained.

The results of the fitting procedure for a hydrogen

plasma are given in Fig. 4. While, as expected, for large

ri, we observe only a negligible angular variation of Ri,E,

for small ri a sharp increase is found for a < 70� up to

Ri,E(�90�) � 2Ri,E(0�). The increase is not symmetric

with respect to a due to the finite extension of the probe

head along the axis of rotation.

3.3. Particle and Energy flux densities

Assuming ions and electrons strictly following the

magnetic lines of force the angular dependence of the

flux densities should show a cosine dependence: the flux

densities parallel to the magnetic field remain constant

and the projected area varies / cosðaÞ. However, look-

ing at the measurements depicted in Fig. 5, considerable

deviations from this behavior are noted.

In particular, the saturation current densities do not

vanish for jaj ! 90�. For the ions, this is in agreement

with the basic model presented in Section 4. The angular

asymmetry observed can be explained by extending the

geometric model [11].
At shallow angles quite a surprising behavior is ob-

served: approaching jaj ! 90�, the experimental jsi ðaÞ
and jseðaÞ exhibit a relative maximum. These peaks are

most pronounced for small ion gyro radii, i.e. hydrogen

ions at high magnetic field; they vanish completely in

case of argon.

While the energy flux density is not shown here, it

generally follows the particle flux dependence down to

about jaj < 75�. Beyond this, the influence of the mag-

netic field becomes apparent: a decrease of 50% in the

normalized sheath energy transmission coefficient

c :¼ q=ðT ejsi Þ is observed. This strong decrease is caused

by the reduction of the floating potential and an increase

of the ion energy reflection coefficient.
4. A geometrical model

For the plasma parameters encountered in the exper-

iments the extension of the Debye sheath is much smal-

ler than the dimensions of the probe and it is also

considerably smaller than the ion gyro radius. In order

to determine the ion flux to the active area of the probe

it is thus justified to disregard the effects of the electric

field in a first order approach and to calculate the flux

using the undisturbed gyro trajectories.

Fig. 6 sketches the probe geometry for grazing

incidence of the magnetic field ~B. The z-axis is chosen

parallel to ~B. Instead of treating the individual ion
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trajectories we look at a set of ions with equal gyro radii

ri and a common guiding center (x,y) in the xy-plane.

Evidently, only ions whose guiding center lie within

the shaded area in Fig. 6, the collecting cross-section,

can reach the active surface of the probe. Each particle

must be weighted with the probability p of reaching

the active area. At z = 0 the ions encounter the probe

edge. Those ions which, at that moment, are located

below the surface plane of the probe are lost immedi-

ately. The remaining ions are located on a circular arc

of length c ¼ 2ri arccos �x
ri
. They are deposited homoge-

neously within the region 0 6 z 6 zmax ¼ c
2pri

s where

s ¼ 2pvz
xg

is the distance covered within a gyration period.

Three different cases are thus to be distinguished in the

probability function

pðx; y; ri; vzÞ ¼ 2

0; zmax < a;
zmax � a

s
; a 6 zmax 6 aþ l;

l
s ; zmax > aþ l;

8>><
>>: ð3Þ

where a factor 2 has been added to account for the sym-

metry in the z-direction. Integrating Eq. (3) over the col-

lecting cross-section we obtain an effective collecting

area depending on ri and vz only. Combining this with

the ion velocity distribution function f0(ri,vz) yields the

effective distribution function of the ions reaching the

active area:

feffðri; vzÞ ¼
ri
pl

f0ðri; vzÞ|fflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflffl}ivdf at z¼0

�

0; s < a;

p� pa
s
� sin

pa
s
; a6 s 6 aþ l;

sin
p½aþ l�

s
� sin

pa
s
þ pl

s
; s > aþ l:

8>>><
>>>:

ð4Þ
Apart from a global reduction, the maximum of the dis-

tribution function is shifted towards higher energies.

Using Eq. (4) we can now calculate the ion flux to the ac-

tive area. The results shown in Fig. 7, are in qualitative

agreement with our measurements. The model thus suc-

cessfully reflects the main features of the measurements.
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Fig. 7. Ratio of the ion saturation currents in comparison with

modelling results based on Eq. (4). The geometry for the

calculation was chosen according to the dimensions of the

probe, w = l = a = 15mm.
Accounting for the finite extension of the probe along

the y-axis it is also possible to explain the asymmetry of

jsi between a = �90� and a = +90�. In this case, there can

be an additional contribution from ions originating

below the x = 0 plane beyond the edge of the probe.

For example, if the ions are gyrating clockwise, the probe

is infinite for y < 0 and has an edge at y = w/2 + b. There

is then an additional contribution for a = +90� (probe

facing in positive x-direction). However, the integration

performed for (4) can now only be done numerically

[11].

Similar considerations apply to the electrons. In this

case we usually find a � zmax and no electron flux is to

be expected according to this model.
5. Summary and discussion

Measurements using a rotatable probe exhibit for

jaj = 90� some interesting features. To some extend,

those features are also pertinent for the application of

flush mounted probes, e.g. a reduced ratio of jse=j
s
i ,

non-saturation of electron and ion current density and

an overestimation of the electron temperature are to

be expected.

Under grazing incidence conditions, interesting ef-

fects are observed for the ion saturation part of the char-

acteristic: First, the current does not saturate and

second, there is an angular asymmetry. Non-saturation

occurs only for one of the two grazing positions, at

a = �90� for B > 0 and at a = +90� for B < 0. Although

this effect cannot be explained in terms of the basic

model presented in Section 4, we assume that this is

due to the finite size of the probe.

The pseudo-increase of the electron temperature has

been reproduced for small values of the ion gyro radius.

It is suggested that this is caused by a deviation of the

mean electron energy within the magnetized sheath. This

deviation can be explained using the effective energy dis-

tribution function (4).

A strong deviation of the particle flux densities from

a simple cosine dependence is observed. Considerable

fractions of the ion and electron saturation current den-

sities at normal incidence ðjsi ð0�Þ and jseð0�ÞÞ remain for

jaj = 90�. Moreover, a pronounced angular asymmetry

has been found that (based on additional measurements

not presented here) can be related to the magnetic field.

Although there is no theory available to describe the

proper behavior of jsi ðaÞ and jseðaÞ, the ratio of

jsi ð�90�Þ=jsi ð0�Þ can be reasonably explained by the sim-

ple model presented in Section 4. Quite surprisingly an

increase of the particle flux density is observed when

approaching grazing incidence conditions (jaj ! 90�).
The energy flux density to the probe is explained

invoking a basic model of the plasma sheath. The model

allows us to determine experimentally the angular
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dependence of one of the key parameters influencing the

energy flux, the ion energy reflection coefficient Ri,E. A

strong angular dependence was found for small values

of the ion gyro radius ri.
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